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Meeting with Petrina Sculpher of Service IQ 

Petrina Sculpher gets a particular thrill when people she works with burst into tears.  

“I told an older lady I was working with recently that she had not only passed her course with flying colours but that 
she also now had an internationally recognised qualification” Petrina tells me. “There were suddenly tears of joy and 
pride. These were the first official qualifications anyone in her family had ever earned - and now there was a whole 
new understanding in that family of the value of an education and what that might mean in their lives”.  

Petrina comes from a background of working with Youth at Risk so she knows a bit about turning lives around. Now 
she is the Hawke’s Bay and East Coast Training Advisor for Service IQ and she helps people of all ages and 
backgrounds get world class qualifications whilst doing their everyday jobs. 

“Think of it this way” she says. “You could pay to go to a tertiary institution to earn your qualifications and then leave 
with a student loan and no job. Or you can get exactly the same qualification through us while you work and earn. It 
really is a no brainer when you think about it”. 

“Why should employers encourage their staff to do this?” I ask. 

“The impact on any business where the staff is engaged in training is immediate and profound” Petrina tells me. “Staff 
suddenly feel more empowered and as a result their productivity jumps immediately. Their customer relations rapidly 
improve and their understanding of and empathy for the boss jumps as well. They get the sense of a higher purpose 
about their work and they begin to stretch themselves. They stop thinking ‘dead-end job’ and start thinking ‘career’. All 
that pays dividends in a multitude of ways to the employer. Not only does he or she now have a better business they 
also have a motivated workforce who are much easier to retain as well!” 

“This sounds like it is well worth it for every employer. What will it cost them to get involved?” I ask  

“Sometimes it’s nothing at all, sometimes it is a small monthly fee per employee while they are on the course. That fee 
is anything from $45 to $65 a month, which isn’t a lot” Petrina answers.  

“And what sort of time commitment does the employee have to make?” Are they taken away for their job during the 
week to do the course?” I ask her. 

“Not at all, they only need to find about an hour a week over and above their job commitments to do the course 
because most of the learning is being done doing the job itself.”  

“It’s an education that pays for itself in more ways than one!” I say. 

“Exactly!” Petrina says as she gets ready to leave. 

“So where are you off to now?” I ask.  

“It is time for me to go and make someone else cry” she says as she disappears out the door. I bet that is the best part 
of her day. Service IQ. Service qualifications with a smile – and tears! 


